redemption is a major theme in SATR

what needs to get saved and why/how did it get broken?

chain of events leading to solution including the reason that the events had to happen

Biblical allusions and how they parallel to the theme of redemption

title--saints at river -- baptism-- symbol of acceptance of forgiveness and redemption

the river w/ the three springs-- Trinity

Damascus Church Rd.-- redemption

"stations of the cross"

the Christ figure -- Judas -- cross -- 30 pcs of silver -- the redeemed

through the intersection of strangers' lives, illustrate the parallel to the Crucifixion story

Allen and family

Maggie and family

Kowalsky family

Mosley family

the redeemed

the river w/ the three springs-- Trinity

Damasus Church Rd.-- redemption

"stations of the cross"

the Christ figure -- Judas -- cross -- 30 pcs of silver -- the redeemed

conclusion

Relationships are necessary fundamental

relationships can be redeemed